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�� High speed videos (that give slow motion
High speed videos (that give slow motion

images) of birds flying can be seen at:
images) of birds flying can be seen at:

http://faculty.washington.http://faculty.washington.edu/thedrick
edu/thedrick



Looking at flight from a physics point of view, there are fourLooking at flight from a physics point of view, there are four

main forces that you have to worry about.main forces that you have to worry about. WeightWeight is a forceis a force

produced by gravity in the downward direction, and every flyer hasproduced by gravity in the downward direction, and every flyer has

to produceto produce liftlift in order to counteract weight. Anything movingin order to counteract weight. Anything moving

through air also experiencesthrough air also experiences dragdrag, which slows it down, so there, which slows it down, so there

must be a forward-moving force, calledmust be a forward-moving force, called thrustthrust, to oppose the force, to oppose the force

of drag. These two pairs of forcesof drag. These two pairs of forces –– weight and lift, drag and thrustweight and lift, drag and thrust

–– have to be roughly balanced in order for a bird or plane to fly.have to be roughly balanced in order for a bird or plane to fly. InIn

this exhibit, wethis exhibit, we’’ll be primarily concerned with lift.ll be primarily concerned with lift.

lift

 drag 

thrust 

weight




How Is Lift Generated?
How Is Lift Generated?
Do you find it incredible that an object (bird or plane) can fly? InDo you find it incredible that an object (bird or plane) can fly? In
order for something to fly, it needs to generate enough lift toorder for something to fly, it needs to generate enough lift to
counteract its own weight. How a bird or plane creates this lift cancounteract its own weight. How a bird or plane creates this lift can
be explained by the Bernoulli effect.be explained by the Bernoulli effect.

Bird wings are shaped so that the distance from the front to the backBird wings are shaped so that the distance from the front to the back
over the top of the wing is greater than the distance under the wing.over the top of the wing is greater than the distance under the wing.
Yet, the same amount of air must flow over both the top of the wingYet, the same amount of air must flow over both the top of the wing
and the bottom. In order for the same amount of air to pass over theand the bottom. In order for the same amount of air to pass over the
longer distance on top, the air on top must move faster than it doeslonger distance on top, the air on top must move faster than it does
over the bottom of the wing. The air over the wing is at a lowerover the bottom of the wing. The air over the wing is at a lower
pressure. This occurrence is termed the Bernoulli effect. If a bird ispressure. This occurrence is termed the Bernoulli effect. If a bird is
moving fast enough, the force from the pressure difference, which ismoving fast enough, the force from the pressure difference, which is
called the lift force, equals or exceeds the weight of the bird and thecalled the lift force, equals or exceeds the weight of the bird and the
bird is able to fly.bird is able to fly.



Image courtesy of NASA. 

When air flows over an airfoil, the air flows faster over the topWhen air flows over an airfoil, the air flows faster over the top

of the wing and slower under the wing. The faster flowing airof the wing and slower under the wing. The faster flowing air

exerts a lower pressure than the slower moving air. The pressureexerts a lower pressure than the slower moving air. The pressure

difference causes an upward force called lift, which enables thedifference causes an upward force called lift, which enables the

bird to fly.bird to fly.



Image courtesy of NASA. 

Air flowing around an object must travel a longer distance 

in the same amount of time that it would take to travel in 

a straight path. So, the air flowing around the object must 

travel faster. 



What Factors Affect Lift?
What Factors Affect Lift?

When looking at the amount of lift that a pair of wingsWhen looking at the amount of lift that a pair of wings

can produce (and hence amount of weight that they cancan produce (and hence amount of weight that they can

support), a few factors come into play:support), a few factors come into play: wing size, airspeed, airwing size, airspeed, air

density, and the angle of the wingsdensity, and the angle of the wings with respect to thewith respect to the

direction of flight (calleddirection of flight (called angle of attackangle of attack).).



Wing Size
Wing Size

The relationship between wing size and lift is pretty simple.The relationship between wing size and lift is pretty simple.

A wingA wing’’ss liftlift LL is directly proportional to theis directly proportional to the surface areasurface area SS

of the wing. So, a wing twice as large can carry twice asof the wing. So, a wing twice as large can carry twice as

much weight.much weight.



Airspeed
Airspeed

The relationship between lift and airspeed, however, is lessThe relationship between lift and airspeed, however, is less
straightforward. The mass flow of air around a wing isstraightforward. The mass flow of air around a wing is
proportional to theproportional to the airspeedairspeed VV times thetimes the air densityair density dd..
According to NewtonAccording to Newton’’s Second Law of Motion, the forces Second Law of Motion, the force
produced by the air flowing around the wings is proportionalproduced by the air flowing around the wings is proportional
to the airspeed times the mass flow ofto the airspeed times the mass flow of airair——VdVVdV, which can, which can
also be written asalso be written as dVdV22..

What this means practically is that if a bird flies twice as fast,What this means practically is that if a bird flies twice as fast,
it generates 4 times as much lift. Also, if a plane flies at a highit generates 4 times as much lift. Also, if a plane flies at a high
altitude of 39,000 feet, where the air density is a quarter of thealtitude of 39,000 feet, where the air density is a quarter of the
air density at sea level, then it must fly twice as fast toair density at sea level, then it must fly twice as fast to
maintain the same amount of lift.maintain the same amount of lift.



Airspeed
Airspeed

You can see how airspeed produces lift in the
You can see how airspeed produces lift in the

demonstration with the long, thin tube.
demonstration with the long, thin tube.

�	� Hold the tube upright so that the clamp is against theHold the tube upright so that the clamp is against the

floor.floor.

�	� Place the ping pong ball at the bottom of the tube.Place the ping pong ball at the bottom of the tube.

�	� Hold the leaf blower so that it blows air horizontallyHold the leaf blower so that it blows air horizontally

across the top of the tube.across the top of the tube.

�	� As the airspeed increases, the pressure in the tubeAs the airspeed increases, the pressure in the tube

decreases, lifting the ping pong ball up off the floor.decreases, lifting the ping pong ball up off the floor.



Angle of Attack
Angle of Attack

The final factor is theThe final factor is the angle of attackangle of attack, which is the angle
, which is the angle
between the wing and the direction of the oncoming wind.
between the wing and the direction of the oncoming wind.

Experiment with the demonstration with the airfoilExperiment with the demonstration with the airfoil to helpto help
understand the relation between lift and angle of attack.understand the relation between lift and angle of attack.
Rotate the peg attached to the wing to adjust the angle. AsRotate the peg attached to the wing to adjust the angle. As
you slowly rotate the peg clockwise, you bring the leadingyou slowly rotate the peg clockwise, you bring the leading
(front) edge of the wing up, increasing the angle of attack and(front) edge of the wing up, increasing the angle of attack and
the amount of lift generated. At small angles of attack, thethe amount of lift generated. At small angles of attack, the
threads, showing the air flow, stay close to the wing. Atthreads, showing the air flow, stay close to the wing. At
higher angles of attack, the threads, and the air flow, separatehigher angles of attack, the threads, and the air flow, separate
from the wing. As this happens, the air moving over the wingfrom the wing. As this happens, the air moving over the wing
stops flowing smoothly, causing a large loss in lift. For a largestops flowing smoothly, causing a large loss in lift. For a large
bird, this critical angle is about 20°. Birds can adjust the anglebird, this critical angle is about 20°. Birds can adjust the angle
of attack of their wings to suit circumstances, but for longof attack of their wings to suit circumstances, but for long
distance flights, they hold their wings at an angle of attack ofdistance flights, they hold their wings at an angle of attack of
6°.6°.



Lift increases as angleLift increases as angle

of attack increases,of attack increases,

but only up until abut only up until a

certain critical angle.certain critical angle.

At that point, stallAt that point, stall

occurs as the air stopsoccurs as the air stops

flowing smoothlyflowing smoothly

over the top surfaceover the top surface

and instead peelsand instead peels

away, leaving aaway, leaving a

turbulent wake.turbulent wake.
Image courtesy of NASA. 



Putting it all togetherPutting it all together…
…

Since a birdSince a bird’’s wings have to support its weight against thes wings have to support its weight against the
force of gravity, lift must equal the weightforce of gravity, lift must equal the weight WW, and since lift is, and since lift is
related to the surface area of a wingrelated to the surface area of a wing SS and toand to dVdV22::

W = 0.3dVW = 0.3dV 22SS

(The 0.3 is a constant related to the angle of attack for long-(The 0.3 is a constant related to the angle of attack for long-
distance flight: its average value is 6° for birds.distance flight: its average value is 6° for birds.))



This equation can also be simplified and rearranged by setting d,This equation can also be simplified and rearranged by setting d,

the density of air at sea level, to be 1.25 kilograms per cubic meter.the density of air at sea level, to be 1.25 kilograms per cubic meter.

Since birds fly relatively close to sea level, it is safe to use thisSince birds fly relatively close to sea level, it is safe to use this

number in the equation. We can also divide both sides by the wingnumber in the equation. We can also divide both sides by the wing

areaarea SS, leading to the new equation:, leading to the new equation:

W/S is the amount of weight supported by a wing divided by theW/S is the amount of weight supported by a wing divided by the

surface area of the wing. This is called a birdsurface area of the wing. This is called a bird’’ss ““wing loadingwing loading,,””

and the great a birdand the great a bird’’s wing loading, the faster it must fly.s wing loading, the faster it must fly.



Weight, Wing Area, Wing Loading, andWeight, Wing Area, Wing Loading, and

Airspeeds for Various SeabirdsAirspeeds for Various Seabirds
VV

WW SS W/SW/S m/secm/sec mphmph
((NewtonsNewtons)) (square meters)(square meters)

Common ternCommon tern 1.151.15 0.0500.050 2323 7.87.8 1818

Black-headedBlack-headed 2.302.30 0.0750.075 3131 9.09.0 2020
gullgull

Common gullCommon gull 3.673.67 0.1150.115 3232 9.29.2 2121

Royal ternRoyal tern 4.704.70 0.1080.108 4444 10.710.7 2424

Herring gullHerring gull 9.409.40 0.1810.181 5252 11.711.7 2626

GreatGreat skuaskua 13.513.5 0.2140.214 6363 12.912.9 2929

Great black-Great black- 19.219.2 .272.272 7171 13.613.6 3131
backed gullbacked gull

Sooty albatrossSooty albatross 28.028.0 0.3400.340 8282 14.714.7 3333

WanderingWandering 87.087.0 0.6200.620 140140 19.219.2 4343
albatrossalbatross

Table adap ted from Tennekes, Henk. The Simple Science of Flight.  Cambridge, M A: M IT Press, 1997. 



This graph shows the proportional 

relationship between weight and 

wing loading for various species of 

birds and types of aircraft. The 

vertical line marks a cruising speed 

of 10 meters/second (22mph) and 

the diagonal line is a reference 

“trend line”.  Birds and aircraft that 

lie on or very close to this line fit 

the standard form, with ordinary 

wings and middle-of-the-road wing 

loading. Flyers that lie off the line 

usually have special design 

requirements. Notice that the graph 

includes insects (the house fly), 

birds (e.g. the sparrow) and 

airplanes (e.g. Boeing 737). All 

follow the same physics of flight. 

Image taken from Tennekes, Henk. 

The Simple Science of Flight. 

Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1997. 

Courtesy of MIT Press. Used with permission. 
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